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individual and communities in developing countries and emerging economies.
• Local financial entities that target those excluded from the traditional
banking sector;
• Businesses and producers' organizations that work to increase the incomes
of rural smallholders;
• apex institutions.
SIDI strives to strengthen these structures and ensure sustainable services
(savings, credit, training, market access and risk pooling) that contribute to
development.

2012

in numbers

15,4

million in assets, 96% invested with 65 partners
in 30 countries

1,43

million for support / advisory services to partners in 2012.

SIDI supports its partners in two ways:
• Tailored technical assistance on issues relating to governance, strategy,
management, training, diversification and networking.
• Financial support (equity investments, loans, guarantees, and sourcing
additional funds from development finance institutions).
A team of twelve regional officers and fifteen expert volunteers carry out
activities that aim to create social value and make a lasting contribution to the
well being of the populations we serve.
SIDI is a leader in social finance. We mobilize institutions and individuals from
developed countries who entrust us with financial resources, and who expect,
first and foremost, human, social and environmental returns, rather than
financial returns. As such, SIDI shareholders share risks borne by institutions
in developing countries to create high quality services. SIDI also relies on
investors of the mutual fund Faim et Développement, who share their savings

Glossary
Apex: Second-tier institutions, whose role is to support MFIs or producers
organizations
CCFD-TS: Catholic Committee against Hunger and for Development - Terre
Solidaire
DIF: Development incentive fund
DRC Democratic Republic of Congo
ESD: Epargne Solidarité Développement, the association of SIDI’s individual
shareholders
Leveraging effect: Refers to the fact that each SIDI contribution is matched by
contributions from other private or public actors.
MFI: Microfinance institution
MFIC: Microfinance institution in the process of consolidation (see p. 8)
MFIP: Microfinance institution with high potential
MUSO: Mutualist financial structure
NGO: Non-Governmental Organization
PAVRA: Promotion of Added Value in Rural Areas
PO: Producers' Organization
SME: Small and Medium Enterprises
TA: Technical assistance

income so that SIDI can provide local partners technical assistance.
INTERNATIONAL
SOLIDARITY
FOR DEVELOPMENT
AND INVESTMENT

The Social Finance Chain allows SIDI to develop bold, innovative and
sustainable initiatives to promote our partners’ autonomy. ●
2  2012 SIDI and its partners
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Chairman's

Message

Dear friends and shareholders,
2012 marks the end of the Strategic Plan 2009/2012.
Thanks to your financial support and solidarity, SIDI has brought
financial and technical support to over a hundred partners over
the last four years, reaching more than two million marginalized
and vulnerable individuals. Working in primarily rural areas of
developing countries and emerging economies of Eastern
Europe, SIDI had invested €14.8 million by end-2012, with an
average annual increase of 14.75% over the four years. In line with expectations, 49% of investments are in
sub-Saharan Africa and 45% in local currency. We renewed our focus on Africa with the launch of
FEFISOL, a European social investment fund for Africa, in early 2012. By the year’s end, FEFISOL
had invested around €10 million, 90% in local currency. Thanks to FEFISOL, we are successfully
creating synergies with other social investors to have a leveraging effect on partners.
The 5 Dimensions of SIDI’s
Social Value Added
SIDI has a new strategic plan, for the next four years. The plan has been approved by the
Consultative Steering Committee, chaired by CCFD-Terre Solidaire, and structured around
four strategic objectives:
RISK

■ Strengthen SIDI's comparative advantages in an increasingly competitive
environment;
■ Reaffirm our focus on rural areas and Africa;
■ Reaffirm the importance of monitoring and TA in SIDI's mission;

GOVERNANCE

SUPPORT

■ Refocus activities to ensure better quality / effectiveness of interventions.
Based on these objectives, SIDI has identified four priorities areas for the period
2013-2016.

LEVERAGE
EFFECT

1. Expand access to sustainable, appropriate rural financial services and
build local capacity. This is the heart of what we do at SIDI, with a focus on Africa
and rural areas. SIDI's legitimacy stems from its widely acknowledged expertise in
operational and governance support to partners. FEFISOL supports this objective,
and will lead to an increase in staff.

TAILORED
SERVICES

SIDI generates its Social Value Added from the
activities it carries out as a social investor
through the Social Finance Chain. This value
added encompasses the following five
dimensions: Risk, Support, Tailored Services,
Leverage Effect and Governance. In the
following pages, the Social Performance
Report seeks to elucidate these dimensions.

2. Contribute to agricultural value chains that are ecologically and socially
sustainable. Drawing on our experience with promoting value added in rural areas,
SIDI intends to meet strong demand in this area by expanding activities with the support
of CCFD-Terre Solidaire. This expansion will help build technical skills in new sectors, as
well as diversify partnerships and stakeholders.

3. Support community finance, to include those currently excluded from local financial
services. Because conventional microfinance is limited in some contexts, SIDI plans to support
community finance through our unique MUSO approach. This will require developing skills and
seeking additional financial resources.

4. Support local financial entities to improve their social performance. The recent drifting of microfinance
towards excessive practices has led to widespread recognition of the importance of social performance. We need
concrete goals in this area and are committed to supporting our partners in their pursuit of strong social performance.
We will capitalize on the lessons learned in order to advance the sector as a whole.
The Social Finance Chain continues to underpin our activities: encourage redistribution of savings income and
promote responsible ownership, in order to make "patient" investments that benefit the poorest and give local
initiatives the time to bloom and grow.
We pursue our mission through you and with you.
In solidarity,
Christian Schmitz,
Managing Director
2012 SIDI and its partners  3
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Highlights
from 2012
2012 was marked by the completion of the Strategic
Plan 2009/2012, and the first full year of operations of
FEFISOL, a European investment fund for African
microfinance
institutions
and
producers'
organizations. FEFISOL allowed SIDI to exceed
targets for rural finance, but demanded extraordinary
efforts from the team. The face of SIDI TA has
profoundly changed.

Solidarity-based
financing in 2012
Figure 1 - Destination by
region of the portfolio in
2012
CEECs
8%
Mediterranean
Basin 13 %

Caribbean
1%

Asia
3%

Latin America
26%

Africa
49%

Figure 2 - Destination by
type of investment of the
portfolio in 2012

Securities
Equity financing
Equity financing 7 %
in local currencies
in hard currencies
28 %
22 %

Loans in hard
currencies
26 %

Loans in local
currencies
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€ 14.8 million invested with 65 partners
in 30 countries
Our portfolio is up 15% from last year, with the same
number of investees and average investment per partner
up to € 203,000, an increase of by 13.4%.
In 2012, SIDI funded 28 partners (9 new), for a total of
€ 4.24 million, along with divestments amounting to
€ 2.48 million, covering 35 partners, 7 which settled their
debt in 2012 (ACPCU and OMIPA in Uganda, MOCOA in
Tanzania, Taanadi in Niger, WAGES in Togo, FAPECAFES
in Ecuador and HIEP THAN in Vietnam).
The €1.2 million in equity investments involved 7 partners,
the majority (€1.07 million) going to FEFISOL. SIDI also
increased its share in the microfinance institution Ishaka
(Burundi), in Latin American fund management company
Acerola, in apexes Fortalecer (Peru) and FRICS (Haiti), and
the coffee marketing company Cafeperù. Finally, SIDI
participated in the institutional transformation and took a
stake in Nutrizaza, a social enterprise that makes locally
sourced food supplements (Madagascar).
€ 2.8 million in new loans were granted to 20 partners. Of
these, 8 were not funded in 2011: MFIs ENDA InterArabe (Tunisia) and PRO-RURAL (Bolivia); the
cooperative apex CAAP (Ecuador); MUSO promoter
UBTEC (Burkina Faso); rural processing and marketing
companies Ecookim (Côte d'Ivoire), Bio (Uganda) and
MOCOA (Tanzania); and the producers' organization
Fanohana (Madagascar).
Two guarantees were issued: the MUSO promoter TITEM
(Madagascar) had its guarantee renewed, and Tembeka in
South Africa was granted a guarantee of € 226,000 as
part of a joint operation with FEFISOL, in order to borrow
€ 552,000 to onlend to MFIs.

Solidarity-based TA in
2012
In 2012, SIDI employees and volunteers spent 1577
work days on accompanying its partners (portfolio
monitoring, advisory services, TA, governance), with
96 partners in 35 countries. 284 days were spent on
identifying new partners.
In addition, the SIDI team spent 1062 days on
managing the funds FEFISOL, FOPEPRO and SEFEA
(prospecting, portfolio monitoring, management).
In addition to being an investor, SIDI provides support and
advisory services to help our partners grow and address
ever-evolving challenges. In 2012, 794 days were
dedicated to providing 49 partners advisory services and
TA on a variety of topics:
• Sustainability issues: governance, strategy,
institutionalization, innovation (34%);
• Internal organization: human resources, information
systems, accounting, training (25%);
• Identification of additional funding sources (21%);
• MFI portfolio and product management (12%);
• Tracking the social dimension of partners' operations (8%)
SIDI teams further dedicated 252 days to general
monitoring of partners, especially where we are
stakeholders: 247 days were spent participating in the
governance of 30 partners.
2012 was the first full year of operation for the investment
fund FEFISOL. SIDI dedicated considerable human
resources to the fund, in its role as fund manager and
prospector of new investments. Time spent on the fund
was up 58% from last year, reflecting its growing
importance.
Support-related expenses represented 1.43 million euros
in 2012. These expenses are not passed on to partners.
Instead, they are financed by CCFD-Terre Solidaire,
thanks to earnings from the socially responsible mutual
fund Faim & Développement, which brought in € 1.3
million, or 88% of the total support-related expenses.
SIDI's balanced investments have yielded € 863 961 in
net financial income, allowing us to cover the costs of our
field presence and head office operations.
This reflects the strength of the Social Finance Chain,
which has allowed SIDI to support its partners for
thirty years.
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Key achievements
2009/2012
SIDI worked hard to meet its objectives in 2012, the
last year of the strategic plan.
Make lasting improvements
to rural incomes
For the fourth consecutive year, SIDI’s new investments
focused on partners in rural areas.
Over the last four years, our portfolio grew by 59%. The
portion invested in rural areas remained stable: between
63% and 68%.
As part of our efforts to promote added value in rural areas,
we provided € 3 million in financial and technical support
to 27 producer organizations and rural enterprises over the
four years of the plan.
To expand support to small producers, SIDI helped create
two funding tools, FEFISOL and FOPEPRO, which
allowed us to leverage additional resources and increase
awareness of the importance of rural support among
donors.
Ensure, monitor and report on the social
value added and environmental
responsibility of SIDI and its partners
SIDI has a unique tool to report on the social value added
of its financial and technical support. Since 2009, we have
produced an annual Social Report that looks at how we
use the financial resources generated by the Social
Finance Chain, and demonstrates the relevance of our
work based on five dimensions.
With regards social performance management, SIDI has
defined a strategy based on helping partners define and
clarify their social objectives, develop an action plan

PO
2%

Asia 15 %
Network
1%

PAVRA
8%

MFIP
30 %

APEX
12 %

SIDI's balanced portfolio has grown thanks to two
successful capital injections over the period and our new
legal status as an entreprise solidaire, which allows us to
access special funds, called fonds solidaires. This growing
income stream complements returns from the socially
responsible mutual funds Faim & Développement, allowing
us to make risky investments in favour of partners with
clear social utility.

Caribbean 6 %

Med.
Basin
4%

Latin
America
19%
MFIC
26 %

Balance SIDI's financial and social
sustainability
Balanced investment choices are important for our own
sustainability, and allow us to take risks. SIDI takes care to
have a diversified portfolio. At the end of 2012,
• Country exposure did not exceed 8%;
• No partner, except FEFISOL, represented more than
6.8% of the portfolio;
• No currency outside the euro or dollar, represented more
than 11% of the portfolio. The biggest risk is the possible
devaluation of the CFA franc, subject to constant
monitoring;
• 39% of the portfolio is invested in high-potential MFIs, of
which eight paid out dividends in 2012, for a total of
€ 433,000 (up 54% from 2011);
• 37% of the portfolio is invested in networks or apexes,
which allow for leveraging and risk mitigation.

Figure 4 - Destination of TA
days by region in 2012

Figure 3 - Destination by
category of the portfolio
in 2012
MUSO
3%

aligned with these objectives, and implement and monitor
the plan. Over the period, we supported a handful of
partners along these lines, and worked to increase our
presence on the bodies and networks dedicated to social
performance in microfinance. In 2013/2016, we intend to
reach many more partners, as is reflected in our ambitious
targets.

Figure 5 - Destination by
typology (in volume) of
SIDI’s support in 2012
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Sharing risks
with patient capital
As a social investor,
SIDI provides financial
resources tailored to
partners’ needs, to
ensure their stability,
independence and
effectiveness. This
calls for "patient"
investments and risk
sharing, particularly in
the context of equity
stakes, loans
denominated in local
currency, investments
in conflict or disaster
zones. It also requires
SIDI to be flexible,
adjusting repayment
requirements as
needed.

Local currency loans
ASIENA and UBTEC in Burkina Faso, Agrosolidaria in
Colombia, Cooperative Fund in Laos, Kokari in Niger,
MEC-PROPEM in Senegal, U-CMECS in Togo, ENDA
Inter-Arabe in Tunisia

SIDI is able to lend in local currency thanks to the
Development Incentive Fund (DIF), a guarantee fund backed
by three shareholders, and whose income covers exchange
risk. In 2012, SIDI granted over € 1.7 million in local currency
to 8 partners.
As part of its support to MUSOs, SIDI disbursed a second
loan to ASIENA (Burkina Faso) and a first of € 152,000 to
UBTEC, a credit union network in northern Burkina Faso that
started promoting MUSOs in 2011 to increase its range of
financial services to members. In Colombia, SIDI increased
lending to Agrosolidaria, a confederation of producers' groups
(see box). In Niger, SIDI granted € 229,000 in capital to
Kokari, a credit union specialized in rural solidarity lending.
Thanks to its wide outreach, Kokari was selected by the UN's
World Food Programme (WFP) for a food security project
that hires local populations during the lean period to work on
rehabilitation projects. Thanks to the loan, Kokari was able to
start the project without having to wait for WFP subsidies.
SIDI granted a loan of € 742,000 to Tunisian MFI ENDA
Inter-Arabe, as part of a joint operation with FEFISOL. The
loan aims to strengthen one of the country's few MFIs with
nationwide urban and rural outreach, thus allowing borrowers
6  2012 SIDI and its partners

to develop income-generating activities, especially critical
given the soaring unemployment in the aftermath of the
revolution.
At the end of 2012, local currency loans represented 35%
of SIDI's total outstanding portfolio.

Investing in crisis areas
Ishaka (Burundi), FRICS (Haiti), ENDA Inter-Arabe
(Tunisia), / ECOOKIM (Cote d'Ivoire), Fanohana, the
UNION of COCOA FARMERS of Sambirano and TITEM
(Madagascar), Agrosolidaria (Colombia), FTTL
(Lebanon), Kokari (Niger)
SIDI does not shy away from countries experiencing political
crises or climate issues that cripple economic activity: our
objective is precisely to intervene in times of duress, to help
develop financial services and initiatives that contribute to
improving smallholders' incomes.
In addition to its local currency investments in countries in
crisis (see above), SIDI has granted a loan of € 150,000 to
ECOOKIM, a cooperative of cocoa farmers in Côte d'Ivoire,
in conjunction with Alterfin and FEFISOL. The loan provided
the capital needed to buy members' cocoa at harvest.
Similarly, SIDI renewed a loan to a union of cocoa farmers in
Sambirano (Madagascar) set up by ADAPS, to finance the
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purchase of two containers. Also in Madagascar, SIDI also
granted a loan of € 12,000 to a small producers' cooperative
Fanohana, to finance the export of lychees.
Finally, SIDI increased its stake in rural MFI Ishaka in Burundi
to € 26,000, and now holds 8.2% of shares.
Social responsability report

In 2008, SIDI and its Palestine partner ACAD created a
guarantee fund with the objective to help MFIs cover risks
related to the occupation. The political situation has
particularly dramatic effects on transportation of
merchandise. The Palestine Guarantee Fund is a financial
compensation mechanism created by ACAD and SIDI (which
has invested € 100,000), allowing ACAD and ASALA to
lend to their clients without incurring the losses resulting
from default related to the occupation (for example when a
vegetable truck is blocked a few days at a checkpoint and
loses the harvest). The fund has operated since 2008,
making it possible for MFIs to restart operations during the
2008/2009 blockades, by reducing the political risk, far too
complex to truly estimate. At the end of 2012, following the
military operation in Gaza, ASALA called on the fund for US$
16,000 in compensation after a detailed analysis of
destruction experienced by its clients. This demonstrated just
how relevant the instrument is, which is why SIDI and its
partners are working to institutionalize the fund, to ensure
sustainability.
In 2004, SIDI invested in the Banque Malienne de Solidarité
(BMS-SA), a development finance institution set up by
government and civil society stakeholders: BMS-SA is the
social bank in the Sahel that supports SMEs, POs and MFIs.
BMS-SA was hit hard by the events of 2012, including the
pillaging and destruction of four branches in northern Mali,
including Gao, Timbuktu and Kidal (BMS-SA was the only
financial institution in Kidal). SIDI has provided
comprehensive technical assistance to BMS-SA since
2006. This support has enabled, among other things, senior
management to anticipate the political threat by transferring
most human resources and assets to Bamako, which helped
reduce the damage to only 2.1 billion CFA francs (€ 3.2
million). Despite the country's economic downturn, BMS-SA
achieved positive net income in 2012 (CFAF 1.2 billion, or €
1.9 million) while maintaining its social mission to support
producer organizations under the AOPP-BMS-SIDI-CCFD
agreement signed in November 2011.

RISK

RISK
Share of SIDI’s portfolio
 in local currency
 in equity financing
 in crisis zones* (political conflicts or natural disasters)
 in Sub-Saharan Africa
 for financing rural areas
 for financing agricultural and fishing activities**
 for financing institutions in the process of consolidation

2012

2011

45 %
50 %
26 %
49 %
63 %
26 %
50 %

48 %
49 %
19 %
48 %
68 %
43 %
58 %

* Guatemala, Haiti, Niger, Madagascar, Palestine, Guinea, Colombia, DRC , Burundi, Mali, Egypt, Tunisia, Ivory Coast
** Excluding FEFISOL

SIDI
Financing areas at risk:
Agrosolidaria in Columbia
Agrosolidaria is a Colombian confederation of groups of
small producers, processors, distributors and consumers.
Its goal is to develop within the agro-food sector a network
that is truly integrated into the social economy and
promotes agro-ecology. It now has 120 municipal
federations (representing 32,000 families), that provide
training, marketing, advocacy, savings and credit services.
In 2009, to increase production of members, the
confederation decided to create a series of regional funds
to refinance local self-managed savings and credit groups
throughout the country, including those in conflict zones.
In 2011, SIDI granted a first loan (€ 47,000 in local currency)
to refinance the regional fund in Boyaca, in the Colombian
Andes. Thanks in part to SIDI's support, the Boyaca fund
went from an outstanding portfolio of € 20 000 to €
130,000, which helped lending activities take off in the
region. The fund's managers expect demand of local funds
to increase.
To meet this demand, and that of funds in two other
regions, SIDI granted a second loan of € 134,000 to the
Boyaca fund in April 2012, to refinance all three regional
funds. In addition to monitoring these loans, SIDI provides
TA to the confederation for managing the existing apex
fund and launching the new funds.

2012 SIDI and its partners  7
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Accessible
and flexible support

SIDI seeks to respond
to our partners’
individual
expectations, and
adapts its products
and TA to their
individual needs. This
requires taking the
time to build lasting
partnerships based on
deep local knowledge,
trust and a desire to
generate social value.
The donation
component of the
Social Finance Chain,
based primarily on
income from the Faim
& Développement
mutual fund, gives us
this flexibility. It also
allows SIDI to bear
most of the costs
associated with
technical assistance: in
2012, other than
FEFISOL, only 5 of 96
partners had to cover
a portion of TA.

Helping institutions grow
SIDI's methodology allows us to work with institutions:
in the process of consolidation (“MFIC”), defined as
institutions
1. whose operations are growing, but are not yet operationally
sustainable;
2. who need sustained TA;
3. who h ave strong potential for institutional development
and business growth;
4. who may operate in an economic, social and / or political
context that hinders institutional growth.
Because we are able to provide support over time, SIDI is
well-positioned to help partners achieve financial sustainability
and institutional viability (thanks to an appropriate legal form
and good governance), without compromising their social
objectives. This is key to SIDI's value added, especially in the
microfinance sector where investments often target already
profitable institutions.
In 2012 SIDI pursued efforts to support MFIs in the African
Great Lakes region. We helped strengthen accounting skills
and portfolio management at a COOCEC, a network of
savings and credit cooperatives in South Kivu in the
Democratic Republic of Congo and Ishaka Microfinance in
Burundi. We trained local teams to produce financial
statements and in management tools.
In Niger, SIDI worked closely with Kokari to define an action

8  2012 SIDI and its partners

plan to redress its portfolio, which had deteriorated in part due
to a drought. Kokari’s institutional transformation was
completed and this newly transformed savings and credit
cooperative now has Central Bank approval to mobilize
savings and increase its funding. The cooperative TAANADI
also changed legal form in 2012 in order to collect savings.
SIDI granted a new warehouse credit to the cooperative,
allowing members to store their harvest and sell at a later
date for a better price rather than sell early to finance their
own consumption. It also wrapped up on-going TA to
TAANADI in a new MIS. Finally, SIDI provided accounting
support to FUCOPRI, a Federation of rice farmers of Niger
also funded by FEFISOL, based on SIDI's request.
In Uganda SIDI supported rural MFI OMIPA develop its
business plan and change its MIS. We also facilitated OMIPA
membership to the country-level network, and approved a
loan of € 21,000.

Supporting our partners
in time of need
When our partners struggle to repay their loans, we work with
them to understand the reasons for default and provide
solutions that may involve rescheduling.
In 2012, SIDI deferred the last instalment for the Cooperative
Fund in Laos, to avoid a decline in its portfolio and enable the
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institution to find new financing. This operation, combined with
institutional support, helped redress the Fund, leading to a loan
agreement of € 200,000 with a local bank end-2012, of
which 50% will be guaranteed by SIDI.
In Senegal, the results of an audit requested by SIDI led us to
reschedule the loan to the savings and credit mutual, MEC
PROPEM.
SIDI also worked closely with the Mogtedo rice farmers
cooperative in Burkina Faso, which faced difficulties in 2012.
Structural problems of a local dam drove down members'
production and caused repayment delays.
It also restructured the guarantee issued to Philéol,
Madagascar, a vegetable oil production company operating in
a depressed region in the South, susceptible to bad weather,
while waiting for shareholders to propose a recovery plan.
Finally, SIDI closely monitored EACD, operating in the Assiut
region in Egypt, and agreed to reschedule its loan given the
political situation.

FEFISOL
Strengthening a growing
institution in an underserved country: CETZAM in
Zambia
CETZAM is a microfinance institution with over 10,000 borrowers and 7000 depositors. Created in 1995 by local investors, CETZAM has grown quickly. With 15% of the market, it
is one of the main institutions in a country where local
financial services are poorly developed.
CETZAM offers individual and business loans, as well as
group loans with a savings component to informal microentrepreneurs. CETZAM also proposes training to these clients.
The MFI targets women, and is expanding into rural finance
with a group lending methodology tailored to farmers, which
represents 10% of its portfolio.
FEFISOL granted a € 400,000 loan to CETZAM in 2012, in
local currency. The MFI also requested TA from FEFISOL for
its business plan, MIS, and capacity building of the senior
management team. Local consultants worked with CETZAM
throughout 2012, and the MFI has already improved management tools, reduced the portfolio at risk and trained three
managers in risk management.
FEFISOL's added value lies in this two-pronged support. This
promising new partnership will likely grow in 2013 with an
equity injection that will give FEFISOL a role in CETZAM's governance.

SUPPORT
Social responsability report

Support

Total number of days of support*
Percentage of days devoted to TA
Percentage of partners benefitting from TA
Percentage of days devoted to TA for partners in the process of consolidation
Percentage of days devoted to TA in the field in support of the social dimension**
Number of days devoted to horizontal reflection (TA excl.)
Average length of (current) partnerships
Average length of financial relationships with (current) partners

2012

2011

1577 2190
50%
42%
53%
58%
70%
67%
7%
3%
529
694
5 years 6 years
4 years 5 years

* time dedicated to: identification of new partnerships, monitoring of existing partnerships, participation in the governance and technical
assistance
** Technical assistance focused on social viability, vulnerability, social performance, impact studies, etc. (horizontal reflection and participation in
the governance excluded)
2012 SIDI and its partners  9
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Map
of SIDI’s partners*
COUNTRY
* and Southern networks

Partners

SIDI's portfolio at 31/12/2012
In thousand s of euro (capital, loans,

Volume of support

guarantees)

HAITI

LATIN AMERICA
FOPEPRO/ FUND
FOROLACFR/ NETWORK
ACEROLA/ FUND

911,2
23,6

****
**
****

180,3

**

GUATEMALA
RED FASCO/ APEX

NICARAGUA
FENACOOP/ APEX

153,0

***

181,3
100,2

****
**

COLOMBIA
AGROSOLIDARIA/ PAVRA
CONSOLIDAR/ MFIC

165,4
186,9
128,7
20,7

**
*
***
*
*
**

521,9
142,8
210,4
347,3
-

**
**
**
***
*

*
**
*
*
****

SENEGAL
CGRH NIANING/ PAVRA
30,0
CREC/ MFIC
122,4
JAPPOO DEVELOPPEMENT/ PAVRA
KAYER/ PAVRA
22,9
MEC PROPEM/ MFIC
127,1
UGPM/ PAVRA
5,9

*
**
*
****
**
*

IVORY COAST
150

*

159,3
125,8
-

****
***
****

152,5

***
*
****

171,6

****

17,6
-

***
***
****
*
**
**
**

1007,3

***

NIGER
KOKARI/ MFIC
SINERGI/ FUND
TAANADI/ MFIC

MALI

PERU
CAFE PERU/ PAVRA
CREDIFLORIDA/ MFIC
FORTALECER/ APEX
IDESI/ MFIC
LA FLORIDA/ PAVRA

20,8
9,4
109,5
-

ECOOKIM / PAVRA

ECUADOR
BANCOSOLIDARIO/ MFIC
CAAP/ APEX
COPROBICH/ PAVRA
CORECAFE/ PAVRA
FAPECAFES/ PAVRA
JAMBI KIWA/ PAVRA

FONHSUD/ MUSO
FRICS/ APEX
INDEPCO/ PAVRA
KNFP/ NETWORK
KOFIP/ MUSO

AOPP/ PAVRA
APIM/ NETWORK
BMS SA/ APEX

GUINEA
CRG/ MFIC

BOLIVIA
ANED/ MFIC
PRORURAL/ PAVRA

183,3
158,0

*
*

85,1

****

108,7

***

CHILE
INDES/ MFIC

DR OF THE CONGO
ADI-KIVU/ MUSO
CCRD/ MUSO
COOCEC/ MFIC
GAMF/ NETWORK
GEADES / MUSO
RPMS / MUSO
SYNERGIE IPDEF / MUSO

URUGUAY
SAINDESUR/ MFIC

SOUTH AFRICA
TEMBEKA/ APEX

10  2012 SIDI and its partners
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EUROPE
SEFEA / FUND

TUNISIA
135,0

**

ENDA/ MFIC

741,8

*

365,4

***

-

**
***

-

***

283,0
169,8
213,7

**
*
*

37,5
53,2
19,2

*
***
*

EGYPT

MOLDOVA
MICROINVEST/ MFIC

187,1

EACD/ MFIC

**

ALGERIA

KOVOSO
KRK/ MFIC

949,0

APFFH/ PAVRA
SNC HOH/ PAVRA

****

MOROCCO
AL AMANA/ MFIC

PALESTINE
ACAD/ MFIC
ASALA/ MFIC
GUARANTEE FUND/ FUND

LEBANON
FAIR TRADE LEBANON/ PAVRA
FAIR TRADE TOURISM/ PAVRA
NAJDEH/ MFIC

LAOS
FONDS COOPERATIF/ MFIC
174,3
LAO FARMERS PRODUCTS/ PAVRA 23,2

BURKINA-FASO
ASIENA/ MUSO
MOGTEDO/ PAVRA
UBTEC/ PAVRA

228,7
22,9
152,4

****
**
***

TOGO
FECECAV / MFIC
MAPTO/ PAVRA
UCMECS/ MFIC
WAGES/ MFIC

381,1
125
-

***
*
***
**

****
***

VIETNAM

UGANDA
ANKOLE COFFEE (ACPCU)/ PAVRA
CENTENARY BANK/ MFIC
475,4
BIO UGANDA/ PAVRA
41,8
SMF EA/ FUND
482,6
OMIPA/ MFIC
-

***
****
*
****
***

HIEP THAN/ PAVRA

-

****

238,1

****

CAMBODIA
HATTHA KAKSEKAR/ MFIC

RWANDA
AMIR/ NETWORK

-

****

26,3
-

***
**
****
*

-

**

22,8
12,0
37,9
90,8
536,9
33,5

***
***
**
***
**
****
***

BURUNDI
TANZANIA
AKIBA/ MFIC
MOCOA / PAVRA

419,6
-

****
*

CAPAD/ MUSO
COPED/ MUSO
ISHAKA/ MFIC
RIM/ NETWORK

MOZAMBIQUE
UNAC/ MUSO

MADAGASCAR
ADAPS-UCLS/ PAVRA
FANOHANA/ PAVRA
FIDEV/ MUSO
NUTRIZAZA/ PAVRA
PHILEOL/ PAVRA
SIPEM/ MFIP
TITEM/ MFIP

AFRICA
FEFISOL/ FUND
MAIN/ NETWORK

2000,0
88,5

****
****
2012 SIDI and its partners  11
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Flexible,
appropriate services
A few years ago, SIDI
began to develop
activities beyond
microfinance. Our
wealth of experience
in rural areas has
uncovered needs for
financial and technical
assistance in regions
where few local banks
or donors are present.
Our approach and
tools have proven to
be just as effective in
this new way of
working--directly
supporting rural actors
beyond MFIs. As a
result, we have honed
our expertise in
agricultural finance,
and created a
methodology that
enables people
excluded from
financial institutions to
come together and
develop self-managed
savings and credit
groups called mutuelle
de solidarité (MUSO).

12  2012 SIDI and its partners

Creating value added in
rural areas

SIDI financed several POs in crisis zones: Colombia, Côte
d'Ivoire, Niger and Madagascar (see p. 6/7 ). We also granted
a € 61,000 loan to the fair trade company FTTL in Lebanon,
an equity investees since 2011.

By end-2012, SIDI had invested 20% of its portfolio in POs
or rural enterprises designed to sustainably increase smallholders' incomes. By increasing production, processing
and/or marketing capacity, farmers are able to keep the
value added themselves, which all too often goes to other
players in the value chain.

Developing the MUSO
model

Our approach to promoting value added in rural areas aims
to
• Identify local marketing and export channels with high valued-added, such as organic and fair trade;
• Identify subsidies to support organic conversion or certification;
• Provide financial and technical support to agricultural processing units;
• Facilitate access to financial services;
• Promote basic services such as access to electricity;
• Finance agricultural production.
In 2012, SIDI's teams spent 16% of their time supporting
partners in this area, in particular helping them apply for
loans.
In Peru, we granted a loan of € 158,000 to finance the coffee harvest for Cafeperù. SIDI is the only external shareholder of Cafeperù, a company created by several coffee
growers cooperatives to pool processing and marketing activities.
In Ecuador, Coprobich collects and sells organic and fair
trade-certified quinoa, produced by its 1400 indigenous
members, which represents 50% of national production. In
2012, SIDI provided accounting assistance to the cooperative and renewed its US$ 100,000 loan for production. We
also lent US$ 40,000, alongside the Ecuadorian Ministry of
Agriculture, for a processing plant so that Coprobich can sidestep unreliable local intermediaries.
In Uganda, SIDI identified a new partner, Bio Uganda, specialized in organic fruit. Bio Uganda received a € 50,000
loan to finance a solar dryer for production and export of
dried fruit to Europe. SIDI is also helping the company identify new markets.
Similarly, in Tanzania, SIDI granted an agricultural loan to a
new partner, MOCOA, an association of 382 organic cocoa
producers located in a very isolated area. We are also supporting the organization develop a business plan and financial projections. MOCOA used the € 26,000 loan to buy its
members' production at harvest, and repaid it in full over the
year.

West Africa (Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso), Central Africa
(DRC, Rwanda, Burundi), Haiti and Madagascar
The Mutuelle de Solidarité, or MUSO model is a unique institutional structure developed by Senegalese farmers in 1995
and replicated by SIDI in other countries, particularly in isolated rural areas where this community finance tool compensates for the absence of MFIs.
A MUSO consists of a group of people from the same community who manage a simple and flexible credit and savings
system based on three cash boxes. A green box collects membership contributions, which in turn finance the credit fund.
Members can get their contribution back when they leave the
MUSO. A red box collects non-refundable contributions used
for the emergency fund (fire, illness, etc.). A blue box can
(among other things) receive refinancing from outside.
Apart from the rules concerning security (separation of roles,
cash and keys), all other decisions, such as frequency and size
of contributions and credit disbursement, are made by the general assembly.
In Haiti, SIDI sent two technical assistance missions to KOFIP,
an organization that federates 1200 MUSOs. The TA focused
on strengthening internal organization and management of
KOFIP's refinancing portfolio.
SIDI is strongly committed to developing MUSOs in the Great
Lakes region, where self-managed groups often offer the only
possibility of access to financial services in rural areas. During
2012, we continued to help structure organizations that promote MUSOs, through a number of complementary activities.
In Burundi, we trained leaders from CAPAD and COPED, two
institutions that bring together nearly 450 MUSOs. Both continue to grow the number of MUSOs and have improved the
quality of their monitoring. In eastern DRC, SIDI trained the
trainers of several MUSO networks, so that they can duplicate
the training among their members, representing over 3000
MUSOs. We also supported the networks in their strategic
planning and the launching of programs, and provided accounting support to CCRD, which refinances MUSOs in North
Kivu.
In Burkina Faso, SIDI remains committed to seeing the number of MUSOs grow: we continued support to ASIENA, in the
south, granting a new loan to refinance the blue boxes. In the
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SIDI
Financing the rural sector
PRO-RURAL in Bolivia

north, the credit union UBTEC continues to refinance
MUSOs, after successfully experimenting with the methodology in 2011. Thanks to the MUSOs, groups with no access to UBTEC branches are able to have access to finance.
SIDI helped UBTEC structure their MUSO program, organizing a workshop, meetings with ASIENA, and support for implementation and internal organization. It also granted a loan
of CFA francs € 150,000.

Social responsability report

TAILORED
SERVICES

TAILORED SERVICES

2012

2011

Amount of loans granted during the year
2 763 025 € 4 726 000 €
of which % dedicated loans (by number)
45 %
46 %
Share (by number) of new loans devoted to *:
Medium-term financing (> 3 years)
0%
9%
Financing of productive investment
11 %
0%
Financing of rural businesses
11 %
9%
Financing of organic farming
78 %
36 %
Financing of renewable energy
0%
9%
Financing of fair trade
89 %
36 %
Number of MUSO registered by SIDI’s partners
5000
5000
* multiple possible replies

PRO-RURAL is a Bolivian microfinance and rural development organization
that fosters local rural economies and job creation by providing financial and
technical support to producer organizations. PRO-RURAL also offers aims to
build farmers' capacity in planning, gender mainstreaming, microfinance and
marketing.
More specifically, PRO-RURAL's approach aims to:
• Support, develop, promote, strengthen activities that promote the
integration of smallholders into markets through business and / or economic
initiatives, so that producers, enterprises and farmers' organizations can
benefits from opportunities in local and international markets.
• Support small and medium social businesses in a context of growing
demand for rural goods, through a value chain approach based on locally
sourced products with dynamic growth potential and strong coordination with
other actors.
• Non-financial support services can help businesses improve key aspects of
management as well as productive capacities related to agricultural
expertise.
• PRO-RURAL promotes horizontal and vertical linkages by seeking
complementarity, coordination and integration of activities, operations and /
or portfolios.
It has designed original financial services that are complementary to
traditional microcredit, such as quasi-equity, micro venture capital, and coinvestments, to support the entire agricultural chain, from production to
marketing. Its most innovative product is "shared risk" capital for collection,
processing and marketing of rural products, preferably organic and secured
by a marketing contract. The cost to the beneficiary depends on project's
profitability (dividends). The risk is thus shared between PRO-RURAL and the
farmers' organization.
Founded in 2000, PRO-RURAL transformed from a subsidized project to an
independent entity in 2009. The institution broke even in 2010, and has been
operationally self-sustainable since 2011.
SIDI granted a four-year loan of € 158 000 in 2012 to support its "shared risk"
portfolio, thus indirectly strengthening the value chain of POs across the
country.

2012 SIDI and its partners 13
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Creating

a leverage

effect
SIDI systematically
seeks to mobilize
other institutions to
support its partners.
Firstly, to promote our
vision of financial
inclusion and
secondly, to help them
obtain additional
financial resources:
while SIDI's resources
are stable and
socially-driven, they
are not enough to
meet partners' needs.
Most donors and
investors focus on
already profitable
institutions, and yet
local development
actors, especially rural
ones, still need
financing and
subsidies to fund their
activities.
In particular, SIDI
supports investment
funds to create
leverage. To meet the
specific needs of rural
areas, SIDI helped
create the investment
funds FOPEPRO and
FEFISOL.

Investing in refinancing
tools
TEMBEKA in South Africa, SMF EA in East Africa,
BMS in Mali, SINERGI in Niger, RED FASCO in
Guatemala, FENACOOP in Nicaragua, FORTALECER
in Peru, FRICS in Haiti, Palestine Guarantee Fund.
ACEROLA / FOPEPRO in Latin America, SEFEA in
Europe, FEFISOL in Africa
SIDI invests in regional funds to meet the growing needs of
local financial entities and producers' organizations. We
intervene through "second tier" institutions, alongside local
shareholders and other investors, to make our actions go
further. These funds
• create leverage;
• pool risks;
• leverage local knowledge;
• and allow SIDI to be present in countries and institutions
where we are not directly involved.
In 2012, in accordance with its commitments, SIDI doubled
its capital in FEFISOL, the investment fund for African MFIs
and POs, with an additional €1,071,000. The fund,
managed by SIDI, was able to raise an additional € 6.5
million from existing shareholders (including SIDI) and
three new investors: Cushman Foundation (USA), Banca
Etica (Italy) and NEF (France), which allowed it to pursue
portfolio growth. By December 31, the fund had invested in

14  2012 SIDI and its partners

19 institutions for a total of € 7.9 million, of which 84% in
local currency and 53% in rural areas. Among new
FEFISOL investees: SMT and GGEM, two small MFIs in
Sierra Leone involved in rural areas; rice cooperative
FUCOPRI in Niger, CETZAM in Zambia (see p. 9 ) and
PAMF in Madagascar (see p. 17 )
SIDI is a founding shareholder of FEFISOL (alongside
Alterfin / Belgium and ETIMOS / Italy), and is mandated by
the statutes to process funding applications on behalf of the
fund. In addition, SIDI is fund manager, member of the Board
of Directors and member of the investment committee. SIDI
staff dedicated 846 workdays to FEFISOL in 2012.

Networks and alliances
In 2012, SIDI continued to collaborate with partners in
developed countries who share our vision of development,
such as CCFD-Terre Solidaire and other donors.
SIDI and CCFD-Terre Solidaire continue to optimize our
complementarities in the field, through joint partnerships
based on an approach that links funding, TA and subsidies.
In 2012, 27 partners benefited from this collaborative
approach, particularly to support the development of
MUSOs.
SIDI teams spent 21% of their time dedicated to TA
(excluding work with FEFISOL) on mobilizing funds from
other donors. The results of these efforts:
• € 445,000 in grants for 9 partners. COPED in Burundi
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received € 70,000 from Caritas Spain; KAYER in Senegal
(€ 72,500), and the African network MAIN two years of
support from the French Development Agency.
• € 900,000 in loans to MFIs Crediflorida in Peru and KRK
in Kosovo.
In 2012 SIDI remained active in several networks: sharing
practices, dialoguing with other actors and developing joint
projects:
• Continued assistance to MAIN, to identify funding sources
to complement membership fees, currently the primary
revenue stream used to cover training costs. We attended
Board meetings—the only non-African member—and
pursued efforts to build the network’s accounting and
management capacity through co-financed projects, and
develop the network's training programs.
• Participation in the Social Performance Task Force, in the
social investors working group;
• An active presence on decision-making bodies of INAISE,
a global network of actors in the social economy. SIDI held
the presidency in 2012 and organized the world forum in
Paris. We also held seats on the Boards of the European
Federation of Ethical and Alternative Banks, Epargne Sans
Frontières and Finansol.
Social responsability report

LEVERAGE
EFFECT

LEVERAGE EFFECT

2012

2011

Number of partners who have benefitted
from leverage generated by SIDI*
14%
9%
Amount of subsidies obtained
as a result of SIDI’s intermediation
444 415 € 559 822 €
Amount of loans mobilised as a result
of SIDI’s intermediation amongst allies in the North** 900 000 € 876 225 €
Number of days devoted to the search
for complementary funding for the partners**
151
154
Amount of new guarantees committed by SIDI
295 388 € 35 000 €
Amount mobilised from banks at the local level 308 674 € 35 000 €
For a leverage effect of 1.04 (1 in 2011)

Number of end clients of the apex and funds
834 727 722 356***
Number of active end borrowers
1 316 102 1 000 137
Number of producers who are members
of partner POs and other beneficiaries of rural businesses 31 170
31 940

SIDI
financing rural
financial institutions:
CAAP in Ecuador
Since 1996, the Ecuadorian NGO Centro Andino
has fostered the autonomy of rural savings and
credit cooperatives, working to :
• increase their share capital by mobilizing local
savings;
• train technical staff in finance and accounting, and
elected officials on cooperative life and regulatory
issues;
• increase access to external resources, including
public funds;
• improve management systems.
The cooperatives have gradually improved their
credibility and efficiency. They are appreciated by
their members, who feel involved and appreciate
their services (secure savings, flexible loans).
Between 2006 and 2010, the project grew from
10,000 to 60,000 beneficiaries, and local demand
for credit eventually exceeded the cooperative's
capacity (especially at plantation time). This is why
the Centro Andino decided in 2011 to create the
Cooperativa Alternativa de Acción Popular (CAAP),
an apex institution that covers 17 cooperatives.
CAAP provides members with technical
assistance services (risk management, internal
control) as well as a unique savings and credit
service: term deposits made by the cooperatives
are remunerated and contribute to CAAP's share
capital, thus allowing the apex to grant loans to
members for up to $ 100,000. In Ecuador,
cooperatives usually borrow at 13%-15%. CAAP's
system allows members to borrower at an
attractive rate of 9%.
SIDI first contacted the Centro Andino in 2010 via
the FOPEPRO fund. CAAP sought support right
from inception. In March 2012, SIDI granted a
three-year loan of $ 200,000, increasing
considerably the apex's financial resources. It
supported CAAP achieve compliance with the new
social economy law, which regulates and
supervises cooperatives more rigorously. SIDI
helped CAAP revise its statutes, internal procedure
manuals and reporting tools, including an annual
social report for each of its members.

* Mobilisation of capital, loans, guarantees or subsidies acquired through SIDI
** FEFISOL and FOPEPRO funds excluded
***change of methodology
2012 SIDI and its partners  15
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Guaranteeing the institutional
viability and social mission

of our partners
SIDI's role as a social
investor and purveyor
of "patient" capital is
to provide sustainable
support to local
financial entities so
they in turn can
provide appropriate,
sustainable services to
their beneficiaries.
This involves
accompanying them in
institutional
transformation,
helping them adopt
monitoring and
management tools,
setting strategic
priorities, and
ensuring good
governance. When
SIDI is a shareholder, it
participates in
decision-making
bodies to influence
policy choices.
We maintain an active
presence on the 30
Boards we sit on and
take the time to
prepare for each
meeting and follow up
on decisions, along
with the other
administrators.

16  2012 SIDI and its partners

An active partner
in governance
SIDI prefers to invest in equity. Equity is long-term and costeffective, and allows us to play a clear role in governance.
Undeniably, investors have a certain degree of influence
over their partners; it is our duty to wield this influence
responsibly and transparently in the governing bodies we
participate in. In 2012, SIDI investor teams spend 20% of
their time preparing for and participating in Board meetings,
with the following objectives:
• Ensure alignment between organizations' social mission
and founding objectives;
• Ensure alignment between the social mission and
organization's practices;
• Contribute to defining and monitoring strategic priorities,
growth plan and risk levels;
• Promote good governance and transparency at the Board
level;
• Understand the power relations that underlie governance
bodies and executive management;
• Ensure that Board members have skills sets in line with the
organization's needs.
In 2012, SIDI participated on the Board of CRG in Guinea,
which continues to do primarily rural microfinance in a
consistently difficult context. SIDI participated in CRG's

recapitalization, completed in 2013. We helped solve a
governance crisis at FECECAV in Togo, where several
shareholders were in conflict. Our role as a social investor
allowed us to take a position in this complex case, and
maintain focus on the overall objective of consolidating the
institution. SIDI participated on the Board of the second tier
lender SMEAF, helping recruit a new director, and
continued to participate on the credit committee. Finally, as
chair of the Board of KRK in Kosovo, we successfully led
the management team out of a several year crisis: KRK was
one of only two MFIs in the country to see improvements in
2012. It's change in legal status in 2011 allowed KRK to
anticipate the expected evolution of the legal framework for
microfinance.
SIDI strives to exit institutions when they are mature, or
when their goals no longer align with our vision. In these
cases, we take great care to preserve their economic and
institutional sustainability. In 2012, we conducted a full
review of the MFI Indes in Chile, and eventually negotiated
our withdrawal. Similarly, we finalized an agreement to exit
Consolidar in Colombia, whose objectives no longer fit with
SIDI's vision. We are also preparing to withdraw from Banco
Solidario in Ecuador, Hattha Kaksekar in Cambodia and
Akiba in Tanzania. In the case of Akiba, we are looking into
transferring our stakes to FEFISOL.
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Supporting institutional
changes
SIDI supports institutional changes in two ways:
− Transformation of projects into independent organizations;
− Analysis of possible changes to an entity's legal status, to
address a specific problem (operating environment,
compliance issues, etc.).
In both cases, the challenge is to ensure a foundation that is
viable in the long term and enables the institution to run
smoothly, vis-à-vis shareholders, employees, clients.
In 2012, SIDI helped CAAP Ecuador achieve compliance visà-vis the new law regulating the sector (see p. 15 ). In

FEFISOL
Providing equity to
MFIs:
PAMF in Madagascar
PAMF, Première Agence de MicroFinance, intervenes in primarily rural areas (70% of its clientele),
and proposes savings and credit to individuals,
rural groups and MSEs in the remote northwestern region of Madagascar.
Created in 2006 by the Aga Khan Foundation, to
complement and institutionalize an existing development program in the area, PAMF has grown significantly, with 15,000 savers and 20,000
borrowers at the end of 2011.
SIDI partnered with PAMF in 2011, to help shore
up the MFI's equity. After nearly one year of discussions, during which the Aga Khan Foundation
and SIDI concluded that they indeed share common values, the Foundation accepted SIDI's proposal to bring in FEFISOL as a second institutional
shareholder. SIDI was already very involved in Madagascar, including as a shareholder of another
MFI SIPEM, and FEFISOL appeared the best placed to finance the nearly € 1 million needed for
PAMF.
The FEFISOL investment committee analysed the
request and approved the equity operation in April
2012, thus becoming a shareholder of PAMF,
which fully meets the fund's objective of supporting the development of rural financial services in
countries where microfinance is concentrated in
urban areas. FEFISOL holds 16.87% of shares,
and has two seats on the Board of Directors.
Thanks to this financial and institutional support,
PAMF projections indicate a profit-making year in
2013, despite the political and economic crisis in
the country.

Madagascar, the social enterprise Nutrizaza was formally
established after starting the process in 2009, and SIDI took
a 24% stake. Nutrizaza manufactures and distributes food
supplements for children in a country where child malnutrition
is a severe problem. The company’s uniqueness comes from
locally-sourced products and a distribution network adapted
to families in difficulty, via community organizers who deliver
ready-made rations to their neighbourhood.
In Palestine, the banking authority passed new regulation for
MFIs, which requires them to change legal status and meet
capital requirements of US$ 5 million. Given the difficult and
unstable environment, NGOs and local microfinance
institutions are finding it very difficult to comply. SIDI
supported its partner ACAD with technical assistance and
organized a workshop in Paris to identify new investors,
allowing the MFI to finalize its institutional transformation
action plan in 2012. It will be the first MFI to adopt the new
legal status in 2013. Under the new regime, SIDI has
committed to converting its loan into equity and inject an
additional US$ 100,000.

Social responsability report

GOVERNANCE
Number of partners with whom SIDI takes
part in strategic reflection

2012

2011

25

24

30
324

30
397

16

55

i.e. 25% of the total number of partners

GOVERNANCE

Number of partners where SIDI is represented
on the Board
Number of days devoted to governance
Including 247 days spent participating in Board meetings (274 in 2011)

Number of days devoted to institutionalisation
Involving 6 partners (6 in 2011)

COMPLEMENTARY DATA
 Percentage of partners in crisis areas

2012

2011

44%

36%

0%

8%

93% of which are in political crisis zones

 Percentage of partners who have reduced
their interest rates over the last 3 years
The interest rate has remained stable for 100% of partners (92% in 2011)

Financial data
Total MFI loan portfolio
Total MFI savings portfolio
Total amount of partners’ assets

 Percentage of partners who have
increased their equity during the year
 Percentage of partners who have
generated a positive result during the year
 PPercentage of POs/ rural businesses that
have improved their turnover during the year
 Percentage of partners who have a social policy

570 M€ 525 M€
467 M€ 454 M€
1,1 MM€ 1,1 MM€

81%

87%

75%

67%

50%
91%

40%
76%
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SIDI’s 2012
financial statements
SIDI’s balance sheet at December 31, 2012 in thousands of euro
ASSET

LIABILITIES
2012

2011

Fixed assets

2012

2011

Equities

Intangible assets
Software

-

7

Capital

15 400 13 000

Tangible assets
Installations, fixtures
Office materials

16
12

34
14

7 408
5 994
55

6 371
5 700
55

17

11

Reserves
Legal reserves
Other reserves

610
466

600
407

271

69

Financial assets
Shares and claims
Loans
Other financial assets
of which SEFEA : 50
interest receivable on loans

TOTAL (I)

13 502 12 193

Profit/loss for the year

TOTAL (I)

16 746 14 077

Current assets

Provisions

Claims

Provisions for litigation
Provisions for liabilities
Other provisions

48
4
181

48
5
186

TOTAL (II)

233

239

33
10
1 000
2 539
874
135
1 666
6 256

941
10
1 000
2 568
874
1 305
6 697

65
343
29
437

51
321
222
594

Deferred revenue
Convertion gains

1 320
-

1 293
70

8 013

8 655

Clients
Client : CCFD - Terre solidaire
Other : subsdidies, State

46
100
961

44
16
1 273

Miscellaneous debtors

274

106

8 308
1 770
5

8 146
1 164
6

21
4

16
5

Debts

Marketable securities
Liquid assets
Cash

Accruals
Deferred charge
Conversion losses

Shareholders, current account
Shareholder - SIDI Gestion
CCFD - Rural fund
DIF - International guarantee fund
Current account - legal persons
Current account - natural persons
Loans for activities
Sub-total Long-term debts
Accounts payable and related
Tax and employee-related payables
Other liabilities
Sub-total Current debts

Accurals

TOTAL (II)

11 491 10 777

TOTAL (III)

TOTAL ( I to II)

24 992 22 970

TOTAL (I to III)

24 992 22 970

"S.A. SOFIDEEC BAKER TILLY, external auditor, a member of CRCC in Paris, represented by its auditor Jean-Yves MACE, has certified without reservations SIDI's annual accounts, ended December 31, 2012."
18  2012 SIDI and its partners
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Governance
as of June 7, 2013
Management Committee

SIDI’s income statement
as of December 31, 2012
in thousands of euro

• Christian SCHMITZ,

Managing Director
• Geneviève GUENARD

Manager
• Xavier RICARD

Manager
at December 31, 2012

2011

CCFD-Terre Solidaire services
Co-financing
Co-financing – FEFISOL
Export services
FEFISOL services
Other services

1 274
8
10
14
142
0

1 284
159
10
216
-

Other products in the portfolio
Other products
Provision reversal & transfer of expenses

Income Total

10
26
123
1 606

20
52
1741

Current operation income
Wages and salaries
Depreciation expense
Provision for charges
Allowance on bad debts
Allocated grants
FEFISOL services
Other expenses

634
1 473
43
6
8
10
25

726
1 304
32
7
8
147
22

Charges Total

2 198

2 245

Operating profit/loss

-592

-504

778
52
109
122
172
1

474
66
68
47
246
10

1 235

912

Provision for financial risks, translation differential
Provision for financial risks
Provision for risks on shares
Loan write-down
Interests on loans
Losses on loans
Losses on investment in subsidiaries
Bad debts
Disposal of shares, Investment securities
Exchange rate losses
Other

4
196
20
25
14
63
27
20

5
124
12
19
19
19
100
199
14
116
59

Charges Total

371

685

Financial profit/loss

864

228

0
1

698
353

-1

345

Religious
Congregations
29,60 %

271

69

French Financial
Institutions 10,48 %

Turnover

Income from portfolio (loans and shares)
Investment income
DIF Development Investing Fund resources
Exchange rate gains
Provisions reversal
Other

Income total

Exceptional products
Exceptional charges

Exceptional profit/loss
Income taxes

Net profit/loss

-

-

Conseil de surveillance
• Gérard BITSCH,
• Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, represented by

Mohamed Ali MZALI
• Congrégation des Filles de Jésus, represented by Sister

Marie-Yvonne FONTAINE
• Congrégation des Filles du Saint-Esprit, represented by

Sister Françoise BEAUMONT
• Congrégation Sainte Clotilde, représentée par Sylvie

ROUSSET
• Crédit Coopératif, represented by Laurence MORET
• Paul DERAM,
• Epargne Solidarité Développement, represented by Bruno

CHAIGNE
• Marc RAFFINOT,
• SOS Faim Luxembourg, represented by François LEGAC
• Christian WEEGER,

Concertation and Guidance Commitee
The article 21 of SIDI’s statutes plans the existence of this
Committee, composed of significant shareholders, and whose
purpose is to join to the elaboration of the strategic plan and the
ethical charter of the company ; as well as to watch for the respect
of this charter.

• Comité Catholique contre la Faim et pour
le Développement – Terre Solidaire,

represented by Guy AURENCHE (President of the Committee)
and Pierre-Yves CROCHET-DAMAIS
• Congrégation des Filles de Jésus
de Kermaria,

represented by Sister Marie-Yvonne FONTAINE
• Congrégation des Filles du Saint-Esprit,

represented by Sister Françoise BEAUMONT
• Congrégation Sainte Clotilde, represented by Sister Brigitte

VERMESSE
• Congrégation des Sœurs Auxiliatrices,

represented by Sister Marie-Thérèse GAUD
• Congrégation des Sœurs de Marie Auxiliatrice,

represented by Sister Marie-Elise AMIEL
• Epargne Solidarité Développement,

represented by Anne-Marie BRETHON
• SIDI-Gestion SAS,

represented by Martial LESAY

Breakdown of SIDI’s capital, €15.4 million as of 31/12/12

Northern Partners
4,74 %

CCFD-Terre
Solidaire 17,21 %

Épargne
Solidarité
Développement
37,98 %
2012 SIDI and its partners  19
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The Social Finance Chain

HERE
Northern Alliance

~ SAVERS
in the “Faim & Développement” mutual
investment fund – 5,000 savers

Southern partners

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Local
financing
structures

~ SIDI’s shareholders
1700 investors

End beneficiaries

~ Micro entrepreneurs
Farmers,
craftsmen,
shopkeepers

2004 : 600 000 clients
2011 : 1 300 000 clients

FINANCING

INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY
FOR DEVELOPMENT
AND INVESTMENT
12 rue Guy de la Brosse
75005 Paris
tél. : 33(1)40 46 70 00
fax : 33(1) 46 34 81 18
info@sidi.fr
www.sidi.fr
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Social citizens

THERE

